ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A baseball shoe safety protector comprising a hollow member of flexible plastic material adapted to fit over the forward part of a baseball shoe. The hollow member is provided with interior portions for engaging with the sole of the shoe and a resilient stretchable web for engaging with a spike of the shoe. The protector has a thick cross-section at its forward portion, which decreases to a thin section at the rear portion engaging with the instep part of the shoe. The protector is spaced with its upper portion from the upper of the shoe and is further provided with a central impact-absorbing ridge.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to an athletic shoe toe protector and is applicable to various types of athletic shoes, and particularly to baseball shoes. An object of my invention is to provide a novel detachable toe protector for athletic shoes in which the toe protector can be easily mounted or removed from the shoe as required by the player.

Another object of my invention is to provide a toe protector formed of flexible plastic material so that the protector will conform to the shape of the shoe, and where the toe protector can be held securely attached to the shoe without the use of stitching, rivets, or other similar fastening means.

Another object of my invention is to provide a novel toe protector of the character stated which is held in position on the shoe by the stretch ability of the plastic material of which the protector is made, in cooperation with a single cleat or similar projection on the sole of the shoe.

Other objects, advantages and features of invention may appear from the accompanying drawings, the subjoined detailed description and the appended claims.

In the drawing:

FIG. 1 is a side elevation of the shoe protector, shown secured to a baseball shoe;
FIG. 2 is a top view of the same;
FIG. 3 is a cross-section taken on line 3—3 of FIG. 2 and
FIG. 4 is a cross-section taken on line 4—4 of FIG. 3.

Referring now to the drawing in detail, the numeral 6 indicates in dotted lines a baseball shoe with the shoe protector secured thereon. The shoe is provided with the usual spikes 10, 12 secured to the sole 13 of the shoe 6 in known manner and arranged on the forward portion of the sole in the form of a triangle with the spike 10 being foremost and a pair of spikes 12 arranged behind the spike 10, so that the spikes will extend into the ground.

The shoe protector 8, preferably made of polypropylene or similar flexible plastic material extends over the upper 14 for substantially half of the total length of the shoe and particularly past the curved portion 16 thereof.

The upper portion 18 of the protector is also provided with lace holes 20 through which laces 22 can pass to assist in holding the protector in position. The protector is advantageously made of the aforementioned flexible, yieldable material having a thick cross-section at its forward toe portion, which diminishes gradually towards the rear upwardly extending portion to a thinner cross-section, so that it will yield at the instep of the shoe and be comfortable to the user.

The protector is formed with an inturned portion 24 and a web 26. The inturned portion 24 is adapted to slide over the sole 13 of the shoe and to firmly engage with said sole, due to its resilient quality. The web 26 is formed with an opening or hole 28 which substantially conforms in shape to the spike 10.

The protector is further formed with an arcuate ridge portion 30 to resist the impact of a ball which may strike the protector at its central portion. Additionally, the entire upper part of the protector is formed in such a manner that when attached to the shoe, it forms a space 32 between the protector and the upper of said shoe. Thus, in view of the above spacing, the impact of a ball against any portion of the protector is not transmitted to the upper or to the user's foot. Since the protector can be manufactured in several common sizes, no difficulty is presented in selecting the proper size of a protector, so that the above mentioned space will always be formed between its top portion and the upper of a shoe.

The shoe protector, according to the invention, is used as follows:

The shoe protector 8 is slid over the forward part of the shoe, so that the inturned portion 24 slides over the bottom face of the sole 13 and engages therewith, while the holes 20 are aligned with the lace holes 22. The web 26, being stretchable, is pulled over the spike 10 and due to its resiliency engages firmly with said spike. To remove the protector, it is only necessary to untie the laces 22, stretch the web 26, unhook it from the spike 10 while in stretched condition and slide the protector off the forward part of shoe 6.

It will thus be apparent that the novel shoe protector according to the invention provides a safe and sure means of protecting a player's foot due to the above construction, while it can be quickly and easily put on or removed by the player. While the invention has been described in connection with the above embodiment, it will be understood that the invention is not limited to the specific details of construction, but that various changes in said detail construction and sizes may be made without departing from the scope of the invention.

The use of the above-described protector need not be restricted to athletic shoes, but may find use in industrial establishments where employees may be subject to foot injuries from falling objects.

Having described my invention, what I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent of the United States is:

1. A detachable baseball shoe safety protector for a shoe including a spike projecting from the sole of said shoe, comprising a resilient substantially hollow body formed of a substantially rigid plastic material, for positioning about the forward part of the shoe, said body having an upper forward portion and rearwardly and upwardly directed extension, said body being adapted to overlie the forward portion of the shoe, and lower inturned marginal portions for engaging the bottom face of the sole of said shoe and a web extending rearwardly from the extreme toe portion of said inturned marginal portions, said web being provided with an aperture whereby the web may be stretched and the aperture engaged over the spike to hold said protector on the shoe.

2. A baseball shoe safety protector as set forth in claim 1, wherein the forward portion of said body has substantial thickness, the thickness decreasing rearwardly in said extension toward the rear portion thereof.

3. A baseball shoe safety protector as set forth in claim 1, further provided with a central arcuate longitudinal ridge extending along the top of said body from the forward portion to its rearward portion, for absorbing
the impact of a ball striking said hollow member's upper portion.

4. A baseball shoe safety protector as set forth in claim 1, further provided with a plurality of apertures at its upper rearward extension for alignment with the lace holes of the shoe.
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